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Good Environmental Citizens? The Green Rhetoric of Corporate Social Responsibility 

In March 2007, Fortune Magazine summed up the distinguishing features of the three 

most admired companies in the U.S. that year. The verdict was clear: “Green” had come to mean 

something more than money. The magazine concluded that the list toppers General Electric, 

Starbucks and Toyota at least partly built their success on environmental strategies (Fisher, 

2007). The integrated company General Electric has touted its so-called “ecomagination” 

campaign; the coffee company Starbucks has argued that it has taken an environmental 

leadership role; and Toyota’s hybrid engine models has made inroads in the automobile market. 

The green theme has been echoed elsewhere too, as larger companies have paid increased 

attention to the environmental aspect of corporate social responsibility (CSR) (Bullis & Ie, 

2007). The world’s largest company, Wal-Mart, has also joined in (Wal-Mart, 2006). Still, only a 

few rhetorical studies of CSR have been conducted (i.e., Llewellyn, 1990; McMillian, 2007; 

Saiia & Cyphert, 2003). Furthermore, to this author’s knowledge, no one has published rhetorical 

studies of how corporations try to come across as “good environmental citizens.”  

This chapter pursues the latter question in light of theories regarding ethos. The rhetoric 

of General Electric, Starbucks and Toyota is examined by looking at three publications that are 

available on their respective websites: Delivering on Ecomagniation: GE 2006 Ecomagination 

Report (General Electric, 2007), My Starbucks: Corporate Social Responsibility/Fiscal 2006 

Annual Report (Starbucks, 2007), and Embracing the Environment: The Toyota Way 2006 

(Toyota, 2007). First, however, the concept of CSR is discussed briefly along with its link to 

public relations. Then an overview is provided of the treatment the ancient and modern literature 

gives to ethos and credibility.  

The Good and Believable Corporate Citizen 
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CSR and Public Relations 

Most definitions of CSR revolve around the idea that CSR is about minimizing the 

negative and maximizing the positive effects of organizational activity in relation to people, 

society and the environment. The literature on CSR is also vast and growing fast (e.g., Habisch, 

Jonker, Wegner, & Schmidpeter, 2005; May, Cheney, & Roper, 2007). In public relations, it has 

been posited that public relations practitioners should adhere to a professional set of ethics that is 

designed to maximize what is considered as the public good. CSR might be the way in which this 

ideal is realized (L'Etang, 1994). Some public relations scholars actually conflate CSR with 

public relations, or argue that CSR should be at the heart of what public relations is all about, 

namely balancing of the interests of organizations and their stakeholders (Boynton, 2002).  

Still, some see CSR as thinly disguised “business as usual” practice, and there is 

widespread skepticism towards CSR messages (i.e., Christian Aid, 2004; Cloud, 2007). The fact 

that attempts to strengthen legitimation can backfire has been dubbed “the self promoter’s 

paradox:” “The more problematic the legitimacy of a company is, the more skeptical are 

constituents of legitimation attempts” (Ashforth & Gibbs, 1990, p. 191). The purpose behind 

CSR acts as reputation-building efforts might become too apparent and the company thus enters 

a vicious circle. Consequently, some urge companies to choose a minimalist approach to 

communicating about CSR (Morsing & Schultz, 2006).  

Although CSR is by far the most common phrase used in practice and academia, it might 

be questioned whether the word “social” should be dropped and the phrase shortened to CR. 

Some argue in favor of the latter stating that environmental issues, business ethics, and socio-

economic issues are just as important as social issues (Ruud, Jelstad, Ehrenclou, & Vormedal, 

2005). Others question whether there is a difference between doing the socially responsible act 
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or the responsible act (Robert L. Heath, personal communication, August 30, 2007).  

Many advocates of CSR see it as a form of “enlightened self-interest” that secures long-

term profit by building reputation, forestalling regulation, securing a more stable societal context 

for business, and reducing operating costs by avoiding conflict (Carroll, 1999; Davis, 1973). 

Research indicates that although companies might pay lip service to their duties toward society, 

but that the main goal for CSR activities is to improve reputation (Gjølberg & Ruud, 2005; 

Pollach, 2003). If this is the general case, then companies should not be surprised if public 

sentiment towards CSR is lukewarm or negative. Self-interest feeds skepticism and cynicism. 

This means that a company’s success in relation to CSR will rest on its “ability to meet the 

rhetorical demands of civil discourse” and that others are convinced of the company’s sincerity 

(Saiia & Cyphert, 2003, p. 48).  

Llewellyn (1990) argued that CSR rhetoric often is theological at root and separated in 

sect and church discourse. In the former, fundamentalist form, companies are “true believers” 

and issues are considered in black and white terms. The church-like discourse, however, is more 

nuanced. Here companies express the faith that CSR will pay in the long run.  

Other authors have also directed attention to the importance of a morality discourse to 

demonstrate legitimacy: Bostdorff (1992) has posited that an organization needs to demonstrate 

the positive values of its act, the purity of its purpose, and how it has embraced a highly valued 

social role. McMillian (2007), however, questions whether companies currently are up to this 

task. In her view, the rationality of companies is too narrow and their CSR rhetoric is 

characterized by traits such as “instrumentality, exclusivity, attribution, monologue and 

narcissism” (p. 22). For the rhetoric to be aligned with the basic idea of CSR, there needs to be 

emphasis on connection, reciprocity, and trust. Other scholars have emphasized the need to 
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create involvement, rather than to rely on self-absorbed, one-way communication strategies 

(Morsing & Schultz, 2006). Corporations should aim for the creation of “mutual dwelling 

place[s]” (McMillian, 2007, p. 25). This is also another way to understand the concept of ethos.  

Ethos: The Controlling Factor in Persuasion 

Rhetoric is often defined as “an ability, in each case, to see the available means of 

persuasion” (Aristotle, trans. 1991, 1.2.1). Aristotle argued that the rhetor has three types of 

appeal or proofs at his or her disposal: logical arguments, appeals to emotions, and ethos--ethical 

appeals to portray the rhetor as trustworthy.  

Although he only devoted one chapter to ethos in his book On Rhetoric, Aristotle held 

that ethos was the first and “controlling factor in persuasion” (Aristotle, trans. 1991, 1.2.4). The 

importance of ethos becomes clear when rhetoric is thought of as the province of areas where no 

exact knowledge exists. In such cases we are left to trust or not trust those that speak. Ethos can 

thus be shown to trump logos, as we do not automatically adhere to valid logical arguments 

(Jasinski, 2001).  

Ethos in general manifests itself to the audience whether the rhetor likes it or not, and is 

concerned with the character of the rhetor. Briefly defined it is “character as it emerges in 

language” (Baumlin, 2001, p. 263). In other words, it is considered as the elements of a speech or 

a text that presents the rhetor as trustworthy. This is called direct or invented ethos. 

In addition to direct ethos, there is also an indirect route through other aspects of 

discourse (Kinneavy & Warshauer, 1994). That is, emotional appeal might strengthen ethos: “the 

hearer suffers along with the pathetic speaker, even if what he says amounts to nothing” 

(Aristotle, trans. 1991, 3.7.5). Similarly, using the logos appeal of enthymemes and maxims, 

work well since audiences “are pleased if someone in a general observation hits upon opinions 
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that they themselves have about a particular instance” (Aristotle, trans. 1991, 2.21.15).  

A recurring theme in On Rhetoric is the need to take into account the specific audience’s 

predispositions. It was important, Aristotle maintained, that the rhetor must exhibit qualities that 

the community, and not the individual, defines as virtue. Some thus argue that the rhetor is 

triggering the “audience’s projection of authority and trustworthiness onto the speaker” (Baumlin 

& Baumlin, 1994, p. 99). In line with this, Craig R. Smith (2004) argues that ethos “dwells in the 

character of the audience; and ... in the speaker’s style” (p. 3). Smith thus urges us to see ethos, 

not as only tied to the rhetor, but also to the text and to the audience, in short, the rhetorical 

situation has to be accounted for.  

Aristotle argued that is was sufficient if the audience believed the rhetor possessed certain 

qualities like loyalty or honesty. In this sense, On Rhetoric has been seen as an unsentimental 

and amoral manual on public discourse that details what works and what doesn’t. This viewpoint 

can be contrasted to that of Plato, who thought that ethos “defines the space where language and 

truth meet and are made incarnate within the individual” (Baumlin, 2001, p. 264). From an 

analytical viewpoint, the Aristotelian perspective is interesting enough, although critics are of 

course also interested in the question of sincerity in communication. Here, however, it seems that 

the most viable option for the critic is to compare what is said, with what is done. This falls 

beyond the focus of this chapter.  

Some liken ethos to character (Bostdorff, 1992). Character is discussed in relation to 

another point as well: Aristotle argued primarily that ethos concerned what was said in the 

speech itself (invented ethos), not the rhetor’s status or reputation in the community (Aristotle, 

trans. 1991). A highly influential rhetorician like Cicero, however, held that a rhetor’s history 

might color the impression that the audience receives: “The character, the customs, the deeds, 
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and the life, both of those who do the pleading and of those on whose behalf they plead, make a 

very important contribution to winning the case” (Cicero, trans. 2001, 2.182). Cicero thus saw 

ethos and pathos as intertwined (Baumlin, 2001). In fact he did not write about ethos per se, but 

about a rhetor’s persona.  

Some writers have tried to differentiate persona and ethos by defining the former as the 

audience’s perception of a source of communication. Ethos, by contrast, is “the sum of particular 

intellectual and moral qualities that an audience recognizes in the rhetor’s message, for instance, 

the determination that a speaker is acting as a competent and responsible scientist” (Ulman, 

1996, p. 50). Hence persona can be understood as the wider category of the two, while ethos 

pertains to actual texts and inventional strategies. 

How to Strengthen Ethos 

Aristotle suggested a threefold approach to strengthen direct and invented ethos: the 

rhetor should demonstrate practical wisdom, virtue and goodwill towards the audience (Aristotle, 

trans. 1991). These aspects have a complex interrelation and correspond to the theme, the 

speaker, and the audience respectively (Kinneavy & Warshauer, 1994):  

Practical wisdom (phronesis): This has been taken to mean that the rhetor should inhabit 

good sense, sagacity, expertise, and come across as intelligent and knowledgeable. An obvious 

strategy is to prepare well and gain knowledge about the subject and the audience. That the 

wisdom should be practical implies that it is knowledge of the right action, something “that is 

distinct from technical knowledge and that cannot be learned in the same way as technical 

knowledge” (Kinneavy & Warshauer, 1994, p. 179). 

The rhetor might also try to use specialized language or add details to a balanced and well 

thought-out text. A rhetor could, for instance, attempt to describe an environmental problem by 
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using scientific expressions. Phronesis is also bolstered by the use of logos and stylistic appeals. 

The latter entails, for instance, choice of grammatical person, verb tense, and voice. The rhetor 

could strive for an intimate distance to create identification with the audience or, conversely, use 

a formalistic distance in order to give an impression of seriousness and objectivity--of following 

what is considered as appropriate style for the occasion. Word length and qualifiers are also 

features that can give the impression of a high level of accuracy and that the rhetor is 

knowledgeable (Crowley & Hawhee, 1999).  

Virtue (arête): The rhetor should show virtue, that is, be of good moral character. For 

Aristotle the virtues included “justice, courage, self-control, liberality, magnanimity, 

magnificence, prudence, wisdom, and gentleness” (Smith, 2004, p. 9). Cicero argued that if the 

rhetor had experienced difficulties, these should be elaborated upon to strengthen the audience’s 

estimate of his or her ability to bear suffering (Cicero, trans. 2001).  

The virtues were seen as “moving targets established by the audience” (Smith, 2004, p. 

7). This again points to how the rhetor has to adapt to the audience; virtues valued by one 

audience might be despised by another. Still, in general, the virtues most appreciated by the 

audience are often those that are most useful to society (Kinneavy & Warshauer, 1994). 

Cicero pointed out that citing approval from respected authorities would be very valuable 

(Cicero, trans. 2001). This “third party technique” was also extolled by Aristotle: “Since there 

are sometimes things to be said about oneself that are invidious or prolix or contradictory … it is 

best to attribute them to another person” (Aristotle, trans. 1991, 3.17.16). Today, industry and 

businesses will typically cite “partnerships” with environmental organizations to strengthen their 

environmental ethos. 

Goodwill (eunoia): The rhetor should also show goodwill towards the audience. This 
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should not be understood as befriending the audience, since friendship requires reciprocation. If 

the audience detects the latter, the credibility of the rhetor is not enhanced (Smith, 2004). Rather, 

goodwill is whishing good for others for their sake. Like Aristotle writes in The Nicomachean 

Ethics: “Goodwill is inoperative friendship, which when it continues and reaches the point of 

intimacy may become friendship proper – not the sort of friendship whose motives is utility or 

pleasure, for these do not arouse goodwill” (Aristotle, trans. 1996, 9.5.3). 

To demonstrate goodwill, the rhetor should “somehow identify with the audience, by for 

instance holding some of their basic aspirations, speaking their language, and if necessary 

sharing and affirming their prejudices” (Kinneavy & Warshauer, 1994, p. 177). Goodwill might 

thus be indirectly supported by pathos.  

Another technique suggested is to show how the needs of the audience have been taken 

into consideration. The rhetor can try to give adequate explanations so that no member of the 

audience is alienated for lack of background information or insight. A rhetor could for instance 

take care to explain scientific expressions regarding environmental problems in colloquial terms. 

As pointed out, several of the techniques mentioned above are useful for corporate 

rhetors. Still, some challenges arise from the shift from individual rhetors to collectives as 

rhetors; from ancient time to present day.  

Modern Conceptions of Ethos and Credibility  

The present day rhetorical situations are necessarily different from the ones in ancient 

Greece or Rome. The modern audience appreciates other virtues than the ancient audience; 

among these is probably the need for authenticity. The rhetor has to be perceived as being him- 

or herself since our culture ties value to what is authentic, real, and genuine (i.e., Johansen, 

2002).  
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It has also been argued that the list of credibility factors should be expanded to include 

power (that the audience perceives that the rhetor might reward or punish them), idealism (the 

audience members see qualities in the rhetor to which they aspire), and similarity (the audience 

sees the rhetor resemble themselves) (Hart & Daughton, 2005).  

The latter factor, “similarity to the audience,” also invites use of the term identification 

like Burke (1950/1969) postulated it, and the way it was later adapted to organizational discourse 

by Cheney (1983). Techniques pointed out are demonstrating common ground between the 

rhetor and the audience, use of an antithesis, and, finally, the use of the personal pronoun “we” to 

create identification. Examples of these techniques include how an environmental organization 

underscores how people share one earth, and thus must care for it in the best possible way. The 

same environmental organization might also paint a picture of greedy companies that do not care 

about the environment, but just clamor for profits. The audience is thus invited to identify with 

the environmentalists that fight such companies. And finally, the environmental organization 

might emphasize how we share one earth, how we need to fight greedy polluting companies, and 

so forth. 

The latter study is an example of how rhetorical theory might be fruitfully extended and 

used on organizational discourse. Still, the direct transfer of ancient rhetorical theory to the study 

of such texts might be awkward, particularly in light of how an organization is a collectivity with 

many selves and many realities (Cheney, 1992; McMillian, 2007). This gives all the more reason 

for theory development drawing on modern writings on, for instance, reputation. 

The literature on reputation management argue that organizations whishing to build a 

good reputation should be authentic, distinctive, transparent, visible, consistent, and responsive 

(van Riel & Fombrun, 2007). Factors such as these and the concern for reputation have obvious 
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links to being perceived as a trustworthy organizational rhetor. Discrepancies between what is 

said and done are typically highlighted and criticized in the media. It is expected that companies 

walk the talk. If not, the reputation suffers.  

In a reputation textbook by Doorley and Garcia (2007), companies are urged to 

implement three principles in their CSR communication: (1) accuracy: they need to know what is 

happening in the field; (2) transparency: the stakeholders should be given sufficient, relevant, 

comparable, intelligible information to be able to judge the company’s performance; and, (3) 

credibility: companies should bring in independent, credible third parties to verify or give 

testimonials, adopt recognized standards for conduct (human rights, worker’s rights, etc.), admit 

problems, and engage with stakeholders informally and formally, for instance through 

partnerships. In other words, this operationalizes some of the advice from ancient rhetoric and 

adapts it to the modern organization.  

In an empirical study of how companies present corporate ethics on their websites, the 

author found that companies relied on several of the techniques mentioned above, including 

third-party endorsement and mentioning links to NGOs. In addition, it was often pointed to 

concrete examples of fulfilling CSR commitment, and it was argued using the company’s history 

and “heritage” of integrity as ethos proofs (Pollach, 2003).  

An ethical use of these strategies could involve “the construction of a speaker’s ethos as 

well as construction of a ‘dwelling place’ (ethos) for collaborative and moral deliberation” 

(Hyde, 2004, p. xviii). This, as argued by McMillian (2007), could help address the fundamental 

problems of current CSR discourse and corporate practice. McMillian sees the creation of mutual 

dwelling places as replacing corporate monologue with dialogue; including all stakeholders, not 

only a few privileged ones; adding new measures of success, like human and social capital; 
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“replacing external attribution with corporate accountability and disclosure;” and fundamentally 

altering and de-centering the corporations “self-adoring gaze” (p. 25). This might also help 

organizations to reach the ideal of being the “good organization communicating well” (Heath, 

2001, p. 31). 

In the following, the ancient and modern writing on credibility will be applied to CSR 

texts that attempt to build an environmental ethos for the corporate rhetor.  

Environmental Ethos in Play 

“Talking green, acting dirty,” read a headline in The New York Times when General 

Electric rolled out its “ecomagination” campaign in 2005 (Sullivan & Schiafo, 2005, p. 23). The 

newspaper argued that General Electric has a history of actively opposing environmental 

regulation and claimed that the company has dragged its feet cleaning up its toxic legacy. 

Starbucks, for its part, has been accused of greenwashing since the company is only selling a 

token amount of certified organic coffee beans. The company has also had its share of trouble in 

relation to fair trade and labor disputes (e.g., Kamenetz, 2005, http://www.starbucksunion.org). 

As for Toyota, The New York Times used the headline “The Hybrid Emperor's New Clothes” in 

2005, and claimed that the tested hybrid model did not provide any tangible economy benefits 

(Sabatini, 2005). A division of Friends of the Earth took out ads asking: “Is Toyota a wolf in 

sheep’s clothing?” The company was also taken to task for lobbying against stricter 

environmental regulations (http://www.bluewaternetwork.org/telltoyota/). 

In other words, the environmental ethos of General Electric, Starbucks and Toyota is 

contested. The question the public might ask is: Why should we believe these companies and 

their environmental claims? The following analysis points to four broad strategies used by these 

corporate rhetors to come across as good environmental citizens: The companies claim they 
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improve the world, they state that they clean up their own act, they point to acclaim from others, 

and they try to pose as friendly and caring.  

Claim 1: “We Improve the World” 

The theological tone of CSR rhetoric (Llewellyn, 1990) is rather evident in the way that 

all the three companies directly or indirectly claim that they improve the world. General Electric 

points to its “commitment to invest in a future that creates innovative solutions to environmental 

challenges and delivers valuable products and services to customers while generating profitable 

growth for the Company [sic]” (p. 1). The company has identified and set out to exploit a market 

for technology that can be promoted as environmental friendly. A range of products are 

developed under the moniker “ecomagniation,” a term provided the company by the public 

relations firm Edelman (http://www.edelman.com/about_us/awards/, retrieved July 10, 2007). 

The company thus seems to be on the verge of having its own environmental CSR denomination 

so to speak. The brochure Delivering on Ecomagination is filled with examples bearing witness 

and ranging from carbon capture to water use and purification initiatives. It is also pointed out 

how the company works together with “world-recognized” research centers around the globe (p. 

11). The word “research” in fact figures 48 times in the 38 page-brochure. Combined with 

phrases like “double our investment in R&D” (p. 6), these are good indicators of how the 

company attempts to demonstrate its knowledge or phronesis (Aristotle, trans. 1991).  

Toyota is about technology and believing too. The carmaker claims that its hybrid models 

“represent a revolution in the history of the automobile and in the development of automobile 

environmental technology” (p. 1). Throughout the 16 page-brochure, the company points to how 

it cares for the environment and how this commitment “does not end until the vehicles have been 

retired from use in an eco-friendly manner” (p. 1). The religious tone of CSR rhetoric 
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(Llewellyn, 1990) is mirrored in the title of Toyota’s brochure--Embracing the Environment.  

General Electric and Toyota both use the topic of comparison and figures to emphasize 

the environmental value of their products. For instance: A new locomotive engine from General 

Electric uses “less fuel and [generates] up to 40 % less nitrogen oxide and particulate matter 

emission” (p. 16). Choosing a hybrid like Prius from Toyota “saves up to 352 gallons/year (1,332 

L/yr) versus the average midsize car” (p. 14). This logos argumentation serves to bolster the 

ethos claim of improving the world. Again, it is the technique of phronesis that is employed 

(Aristotle, trans. 1991). 

Starbucks obviously has to choose another strategy since its products are not about 

technology. Starbucks wont improve the world with the help of its products, but rather by the 

way it conducts its business and the way it takes on a leadership role. It is explicitly argued that 

the way to strengthen relationship with stakeholders is by focusing the communication on 

“Starbucks commitment and passion to improve the world and the ways in which we are 

demonstrating this” (p. 1). Examples are provided showcasing “improvement” and that the 

company helps “create a more sustainable approach to high-quality coffee production” and 

“contribute positively to local communities” (p. 1). The former is done through, for instance, 

paying “premium prices for premium quality coffee” (p. 8). The company claims a leadership 

position “in both our industry and within our global society through our participation in 

organizations such as the United Nations Global Compact” (p. 1). Starbucks promotes 

collaborative action on climate change and explicitly agrees “with the consensus of the scientific 

community that climate change could pose an enormous threat to the future of the planet” (p. 

16). The report also states that the company has taken out six full-page ads in The New York 

Times arguing for collective action. Here, it might be said that Starbucks tries to demonstrate 
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arête or virtue (Aristotle, trans. 1991) or the type of idealism (Hart & Daughton, 2005) that an 

environmental friendly audience might appreciate.  

In other words, the environmental ethos of the three companies is indirectly strengthened 

through logos arguments relying on examples and comparisons, highlighting qualities of its 

products and its leadership role respectively. Taken together, the companies thus claim 

legitimacy by taking on the highly valued social role of improving the world (Bostdorff, 1992).  

Claim 2: “We Clean Up Our Own Act” 

Companies’ CSR rhetoric is typically filled with examples of how they fulfill their CSR 

commitments (Pollach, 2003). In the same way, the three companies in this study point out how 

they make efforts to minimize their environmental footprint. Starbucks, for its part, purchases 

renewable energy, cuts energy consumption, and promotes use of “post-consumer recycled fiber” 

in its cups. 20 per cent of the energy use in the US and Canada stores come from wind energy (p. 

17). General Electric, on the other hand, highlights energy efficiency in its own plants: “To make 

ecomagniation truly “sustainable” from a business perspective, GE set very real, aggressive 

targets, one of which is to improve the energy efficiency of Company [sic] operations and reduce 

the Company’s [sic] greenhouse gas (GHG) emission” (p. 28). 

In the brochure from Toyota, the company argues that its environmental efforts extend to 

the whole life cycle of the vehicles, from its design, to its manufacturing and distribution. The 

carmaker says it “achieved zero landfill at our manufacturing facilities in North America as a 

whole, defined as a 95% or greater reduction in landfill waste from 1999 levels” (p. 7). Toyota 

also reports that it achieved its stated goal of “reducing energy consumption 15% two years 

ahead of schedule” (p. 8). The carmaker furthermore points to reduction of waste, as well as 

recycling, as evidence of internal environmental friendly practices.  
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All the three companies thus strengthen their environmental ethos indirectly by logos 

arguments that build on examples, facts and figures. They are not only improving the world 

through their products and leadership roles, but also by getting their own house in order. In this 

way, it might be said that the companies also are demonstrating practical wisdom or phronesis 

(Aristotle, trans. 1991), and thus strengthen their environmental ethos directly as well. The 

companies attempt to walk the talk, like the reputation literature urges (Doorley & Garcia, 2007; 

van Riel & Fombrun, 2007).  

Cleaning up its own act, might also be called a type of virtue, or arête (Aristotle, trans. 

1991), that the audience might appreciate. Still, given the skepticism of CSR messages (i.e., 

Christian Aid, 2004; Cloud, 2007), the demonstration of such virtue has to rely on approval of 

others to avoid the “self-promoter’s paradox” (Ashforth & Gibbs, 1990, p. 191). 

Claim 3: “Others Approve of Us” 

All the three companies use the third party strategy to strengthen their ethos, like 

advocated by the ancient rhetoricians (Aristotle, trans. 1991; Cicero, trans. 2001), as well as 

reputation scholars (Doorley & Garcia, 2007; van Riel & Fombrun, 2007). There is no need to 

rely solely on the companies’ own claims. General Electric invites its audience to read what the 

Indian Minister for Science and Technology and the Chinese Vice Premier has to say in this 

regard. The company has also drafted a larger statement from the President of the Pew Center on 

Global Climate Change (p. 36), and the company has set up an advisory council comprised of so-

called “industry thought leaders with expertise in energy and the environment” (p. 34). A 

knockout quote from the Acting Assistant Administrator for the US Environmental Protection 

Agency’s (EPA) Office of Air and Radiation reads: “Partners like GE are outstanding leaders in 

protecting our environment through energy efficiency. … As one of the 2007 ENERGY STAR 
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Sustained Excellence winners, GE has taken energy efficiency to new heights year after year and 

we all benefit” (p. 35).  

In 2006, Toyota took home the first price in the latter competition. The carmaker also 

highlights its ranking by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) 

“Greener choices of 2006”-list (p. 6). Starbucks too, can boast about awards and its link to the 

EPA. The coffee company mentions that it is a member of the EPA’s so-called Green Power 

Partnership, and that it has been “recognized by the EPA with a 2005 Green Power Leadership 

Award” (p. 17).  

General Electric also tries to further its credibility by getting a formal verification from 

the sustainability and marketing firm GreenOrder, and by citing its membership on indexes like 

the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, KLD Global Climate 100 Index, and Innovest Global 100 

“Most Sustainable Corporations in the World” index (p. 33). A Toyota dealership in Texas has 

also been “the first auto dealership in the nation to apply for LEED certification (the U.S. Green 

Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design [LEED] Green Building 

Rating System) (p. 9).  

Furthermore, General Electric and Starbucks state that they have adopted industry 

standards like for instance the World Resources Institute (WRI)/World Business Council for 

Sustainable Development (WBCSD) GHG Protocol, and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). 

This follows one of the credibility advices given in the literature on reputation management 

(Doorley & Garcia, 2007).  

In summing up, like other empirical studies have shown (Pollach, 2003), a common ethos 

strategy is to employ third parties to testify to the virtue of the company. This might also be the 

most important direct ethos strategy of corporations.  
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Claim 4: “We Care About You” 

Aristotle (trans. 1991) pointed to how a rhetor could strengthen ethos by showing 

goodwill towards the audience. General Electric, Starbucks and Toyota, all employ different 

versions of this strategy. The latter does it by providing “tips on how you can play your part to 

reduce the environmental impact of your vehicle, and save money at the same time” (p. 2). Here 

it is detailed how drivers can “achieve additional savings and reduce [their] vehicle’s impact on 

the environment” by, for instance, accelerating smoothly (p. 14). The appeal to the wallet is of 

course interesting here. This is obviously a need of the audience. In this particular text, however, 

the company does not heed the advice from the literature on the importance of creating a 

dialogue and involving the audience (Morsing & Schultz, 2006). In this respect, the other two 

companies come closer by issuing direct invitations to comment and dialogue. Both companies 

directs stakeholder to their websites, and Starbucks points to an online survey for feedback. 

General Electric also seeks to create identification by using lines such as “When we 

engage diverse stakeholders we’re better able to understand OUR mutual challenges and identify 

opportunities for improvement” (emphasis added) (p. 32). Starbucks, on the other hand, 

repeatedly declares that it wants to be “your Starbucks” (original emphasis) (p. II). The coffee 

company literally works to create mutual dwelling places. Metaphorically too, the company goes 

some way to do that. By printing pseudo-handwritten notes from, for instance, “a coffee supplier 

to Starbucks” (p. 8), the president of the National Trust for Historic Preservation (p. 14), and a 

principle of “a law firm specializing in community-based renewable energy projects” (p. 17), the 

company gives room to outside voices. These voices do, however, only function to adorn 

Starbucks with accolades. This seems a far cry from the advice given in the literature that 

dissenting voices should be heard as well and that shortcomings should be professed (Morsing & 
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Schultz, 2006). 

As for the General Electric text, the president of the Pew Center on Global Climate 

Change is pictured along side the printed letter where she pays tribute to the company. The only 

other people to figure prominently are the president and CEO, and the vice president for the 

“ecomagination” program. The rest of the people pictured remain nameless, just like they do in 

the brochure of Toyota. In fact, the latter text does not identify any management figures either.  

Taken together: Although the companies attempt different techniques to create goodwill 

(eunoia) and thus strengthen ethos (Aristotle, trans. 1991), it might be asked how well-positioned 

these rhetors are if a goal is to create identification (Cheney, 1983) or metaphorically “mutual 

dwelling place[s],” (McMillian, 2007, p. 25). No dissenting voices are allowed to disrupt the 

pastoral environmental image these corporations attempt to paint of themselves. 

Conclusion 

In the late 2000s, the concept of CSR is everywhere and it is indeed a management 

fashion (Zorn and Collins 2007). Still, research on CSR communication is in its infancy. Often 

publications point out that corporations need to conduct two-way communication and take into 

account all stakeholders. In this chapter, I have attempted to move beyond this advice to discuss 

the ethos strategies of companies that want to come across as good environmental citizens. A 

suggestion from this essay is that companies will typically rely on four strategies, and that they 

can be assessed accordingly on the claims they put forward: (1) Do they really improve the 

world? As to be expected, the companies seldom address the fundamental issues underlying the 

environmental problem. (2) Do they really clean up their own environmental act? It is 

noteworthy that the companies attempt to cash in on their win–win strategies on energy 

conservation. It certainly makes good business sense to save money, and it is without a doubt a 
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good thing for the environment too. The question remains, however, if companies should be able 

to pat themselves on their back because of this? (3) Who certifies the environmental efforts of 

the companies? Are they really approved of credible third parities? Are the codes and standards 

of conducts the companies prescribe to really followed? (4) Do the companies care? Do they 

invite in dissenting voices and create a common dwelling place? Or is the CSR rhetoric one-way, 

self-absorbed, and celebratory (McMillian, 2007; Morsing & Schultz, 2006)? The companies 

researched for this chapter, seemed to fail in the latter respect. The fact that they did top the 

mentioned Fortune ranking, might be a consequence of how they have attempted to integrate 

CSR in their core activity and to make it a strategic advantage (Porter & Kramer, 2006). The 

business-minded constituents polled by Fortune might appreciate these attempts.  

Some scholars appear to argue that companies should be given more slack, and that the 

insistence on how they should walk the talk and always behave consistent is misplaced. The 

value of strategic ambiguity is highlighted (Eisenberg, 2007). Managers should talk the walk. 

Corporations should be allowed to “talk about their ideals and good intentions without 

constantly” being reminded “that their behavior leaves much to be desired” (Christensen, 2007, 

p. 454). Still, it might be hypothesized that extolling the virtues of ambiguity and the power of 

language to transform corporate action do not cancel out the call for consistency that prevails. 

Hence corporations stand to hurt their reputation if they fall back on glaring strategic 

ambiguities. More importantly from a public viewpoint: It is probably the old mixture of “stick 

and carrot strategies” that can keep “the externalizing machine” (Bakan, 2004) that is the modern 

corporation in check. Civil society will have to follow corporate activities closely, laud those that 

take positive steps, but also speak out against manipulation and other ethical violations. In this 

respect, it is important to recognize the narrow and instrumental rationality that necessarily 
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characterizes companies and the economic system they operate within.  

Further research needs to be conducted to assess whether the findings above hold for the 

rest of the text corpus of the researched companies. Furthermore, the three texts that have been 

analyzed in this chapter are primarily written with a North American audience in mind. 

However, many scholars have pointed to the importance of cultural differences (Beckmann, 

Morsing, & Reisch, 2006). More research needs to be conducted along such lines, in order to get 

a better grasp of the green rhetoric of CSR.  
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